Smart Meter Appointments
Case Studies

Synergy Smart Meter Case Study – Solarplicity
Synergy is an existing outsource partner for Solarplicity, managing
inbound telephone and email customer support.

In September 2018 Solarplicity further expanded their customer
support requirements to incorporate a programme that would help
deliver their Smart Meter installation targets.

Synergy initiated an SMS, email and postal programme to all nonresponsive customers to encourage incoming calls and supported
this with an outbound customer contact programme.

This programme has been successfully delivering up to 750 confirmed
installation appointments a day.

How Synergy helped Solarplicity:
• Arranging no less than 400 installation appointments every day from
a team of 15 full-time staff
• Contacting all customers without Smart Meters and customers who’d
recently signed up to a new Smart Tariff
• Reducing appointment acquisition costs
• Delivering an improved customer experience and encouraging
positive Trustpilot reviews

Monthly results as follows:
Smart Meter Installations

Results

Meters installed per month

13,484

Meters per day

550

Meters per agent

34

Quality and Compliance Scores

100%

In conclusion:
• To achieve and exceed these objectives our quality assurance Managers
were integral to ensuring QA scores were maintained above 96%
• Our team was trained to deliver simple positive explanations about the
potential financial cost saving benefits associated with installation of a free
Smart Meter into their homes
• This strategy helped our team exceed our installation objective by over 35%

Synergy Smart Meter Case Study – Spark Energy
Spark Energy was purchased by OVO Energy in late 2018 and
required a robust Smart Meter installation programme to achieve their
2020 target.

Synergy has been working with OVO Energy since late 2016
representing their Boost brand and helping expand their customer
base with an outbound customer acquisition programme.

This established relationship made it logical for OVO Energy to place
the Spark Smart campaign with Synergy.

How Synergy helped Spark Energy:
• Building a team from the bottom up and training them to meet the same
high quality standards achieved with our other energy teams
• Developing a data strategy to deliver the maximum volume of confirmed
appointments for each available installer in regions where they were being
under-utilised.
• Our objective was for each member of the team to confirm 15
appointments daily.
• Delivering an improved customer experience, by providing regular and
accurate communication using outbound voice contact, SMS and email.
• Informing and educating all customers that OVO Energy had purchased
Spark Energy but they remain Spark customers and installations would be
carried out by qualified Spark installers.

Monthly results as follows:
Smart Meter Installations

Results

Meters per day

600+

Meters per agent

24

SPH

2.7

Cost per acquisition achieved

£3.92

Quality and Compliance Scores

95%

In conclusion:
• The team went live in January 2019 with 25 FTEs
• By week two our team was securing an average of 18 daily appointments per
agent against a target of 15, significantly outperforming other UK based Smart
appointment teams
• From a standing start the team exceeded daily appointment targets by 20%
• At the time of writing our team is booking an average of 24 appointments per
agent per day
• The Spark senior management team has expressed their satisfaction with the
Synergy team’s performance stating “this appointment delivery is unlike any of
their other centres”

during which time I found them to be easy to work with, consistent with their
delivery and nimble where required. I would recommend the team at Synergy to
any company looking to offshore their sales, service channels or bespoke value
add projects.”

Endorsement

“When we acquired Flow Energy in May of this year, we inherited the contract with

Jodie Sidhu

Synergy. Though we did not select the team we have seen that the team in South
Africa have consistently shown willingness to support and work as a partnership
with Flow Energy.
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